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Forward

Nowadays creativity seems to be of importance for crafters. Be it knitting, pottery, 
cooking, baking or crafting, everybody likes to be creative. The secret longing to 
create something special never seemed as intense as today.

I hope that with this book I can offer a new form of creativity that every crafter who 
enjoys handicrafts can reproduce.

It was important to me to offer a broad view into the manifold possibilities of  Tatting 
Inovations. Because of that, I only briefly touched on the main principles and I 
suggest that the reader refer back often to the introductory rules.

Once one has understood the main techniques it will become easy to be innovative 
with your own creations. There are no limits to your own imagination.

The advantage of innovative tatting is that there are unlimited possibilities of 
combinations of the different elements. They can be freely substituted with each 
other and you can vary the length of stems just as you wish.

I hope that you will enjoy this new type of handicraft!

Hattingen, July 1989
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TaT TinG HiSTory

oriGin, meaninG, and diSTribuTion

Knotting techniques have been known for centuries. As an example think about sailor’s 
knots, weaving and shoemaker’s profession. Decorative knotting most probably originated in 
China and was introduced to Europe (The Netherlands) some �00 years ago.

In Germany  this decorative knotting was called “Schiffchenarbeit” (ship/boat work, due 
to the boat-like shape of the tools). Today it is called “Occhi”, referring to the eye shaped 
rings with picots (following the Latin word oculus = eye). The French call this handicraft 
“frivolité” due to it being considered needless, a frivolous pastime. In England and America 
it is called “tatting”, in Italy “chiaccherino” and “makuk” in the Middle East.

Shuttles from around 1920 Shuttles from Italy, England, The 
Netherlands and Yugoslavia
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evoluTion and developmenT of TaTTinG

Initially tatting consisted merely of long strands of knots that were used to form snail – like 
ornaments for application onto a ground fabric. Later it was discovered that a ring could 
already be formed on the hand and the first rings were developed.

If one leaves a little space between the (double) knots the tightening of the ring will 
automatically generate picots.

At first these picots were used just for decorative purposes. Later they were also used to 
connect rings with each other, thus, their purpose became twofold.

In the mid 19th century tatting experienced a new revival as the possibility of using two 
shuttles was discovered. The left hand would hold a loop of the first shuttle and thread with 
the shuttle dangling freely and the second shuttle was used with the right hand to form the 
knots. Since the loop on the left hand was not led back to the thumb forming an open loop, 
chains could be worked.

For about a century beautiful new and more intricate patterns were developed. Tatting grew 
into an elegant craft for the upper society. The graceful movement of the hands while tatting 
seemed very fitting for aristocratic company. Shuttles became increasingly more valuable. 
You could find them made of gold, agate, amber, crystal, mother of pearl, porcelains, 
petrified woods and others, they could be with a gold setting, embellished with jewels or 
wire decoration.

During both world wars the necessity to knit cuffs and socks for soldiers let the “useless” 
handicraft of tatting slip into oblivion. In Germany, a renewed interest in tatting occurred 
only in the mid seventies. Ever since then one can find courses at schools and family 
education centers that offer tatting.

Tatting could receive a further boost in interest with the technique of innovative tatting 
shown here.  Using a combination of the two known classic stitches, double stitch and 
reverse double stitch, I developed a new stitch: the creative stitch. It consists of each a half 
double stitch and a half reverse double stitch and enables the generation of completely new 
patterns. In addition to that, one does not have to follow given pattern repeats. No more 
attentive counting and there can be practically no more mistakes. Innovative tatting using the 
creative stitch, offers itself for making flowers, herbaceous plants, trees and much more.
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ToolS and SupplieS

In contrast to the early precious shuttles used,  which were a sign for aristocratic wealth, 
grace and leisure, the shuttles used today are received as more of a practical tool. They are 
available in plastic, wood and metal. 

For innovative tatting one will need 2 to � shuttles, small scissors and a crochet hook that is 
compatible with the thickness of the thread.

The tips of the shuttles need to be tight so that the thread does not constantly unwind when 
they dangle down. If they are too close together one can correct that by means of a nail 
file.

Any  of the available threads can be used for innovative tatting. The patterns shown in this 
book were worked exclusively with perle cotton size 8 (except for the two center pieces on 
pages 64 and 65). This is the preferred quality and size thread to work table decorations. 
Also, there are many colors available in this thread. Recommended are the variegated/
overdyed threads as these enable a color play of natural appearance.

Fabric blends that are easy care for hand or machine-wash and of medium weave should be 
the choice for ground fabrics.

Ironing: iron first from the top, then again (if possible with steam) from the back side.

Commercially available tatting shuttles


